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I 16IK'P-QCI

,No. 25- Rev.-i--Ttit: %or M_ CZ r Ir f» a "r"^ nA%; MS -

1.0 PURosE 

1.1 This instruction defines the interfaces*and responsibilities of the 

Division of Construction (COSST) as ic relates to the control of as

coarnstructed dravings. .  

2.0, 

2.1 This-instruction applies to the control of dravings of features, co
posents, or systems within the scope of the IBNP Quality Assurance 

Program. .

3.0 ' ZEE7XCES 

3.1- ,ID-QA'6.19 Cofiiuatio Control"' .. -..  

.. E --- ' ' - -.- -

40- . . . .. *nn- .;7 

4.1j As-Constructed Dravina-Dravings which depict the as-built con
fiurationof.a coapoaet,. syst, or structure at a point in time as 

Indicated by date of issue as shovn in revision block.  

- -42ýt ConrfigurationCountrol-The systema vhrebjy-all drawings are "as -----
"-. constructed* prior to tentative transfer.' 

4.3. Draving Control Cantor (DCC)-CONST-RC PR joi affed group 
... resposible for handling configuration contro. ss'on all 

* trantsferred ystms and equipment. This grou; .. oer the direc
tion of the WOUST Document Control Unit supervisor.  

4.4 DrawinM Informatlon SYsta(DIS)-A computerized system utilizing an 
imediately accessible data base which tracks the status of TVA and 
rvendor dravingsi, tracks the status of ECNs, and assists in docu
senting the drawing as-constructed status and fuel loading 
certifications.  

4.5 Reproducible-Dravings of which the original is transparent or 
translucent and is capable of being reproduced in full or reduced 
size, being microfilmed, and being revised.

4. Systim Configuration Control Drawing List (SCCDL)-A list 
tgms of Configuration Control Dravingsa compiled by KUC PR 
minimum needed for operation and maintenance of the plant 
tentative transfer and fuel loading.
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5.2.4 Informs DCC of Test Record Dravings required for Pra-Op Teat in 
akvanca of the transfer Cate to allow DCC time to order the 
drawings.  

5.3 The Rasponsible Enineerin Unit (73U): 

5.3.1 Marks transfer boundaries on no-SCCDL drawings and SCCDL drevings 
not covered by 5.2.2.  

S5.3.2 Drafts actual system configuration on all drawings being as
constructed. For hangers the anzotation of the 7iald Change 
Request (rVC) allowing deviation in configuration is acceptable.  

* ' ' *: ; . ' . : ' .. * 
5.3.3: Certifies. the as-const ucted status of a drawing..  

*'< * .:.' * - - -. 

5.3.4 Forwards the original weld cap* and instrumentation sketches to 

...*. - - -. * .-*. . . . . . .. . . .. .. ... . . .  

S5.4. Ranger Engine«rini Units (EEXJs) ' ' 
*e^»3 ' i . -"' '*«* L;·-*'-. '.'.' *» -~..-U:I - - * ... *»- .^ ".' '"'-* 

, 5.4.*1.. In addition' tthe. respoasibilitit listed in sectiimon 5.3, the HEUs 

_."-..^- * as-construct" hanger sketchues and forward reproducibl as-' 
-onsr-- eo ructed-copiesr-to- DCC.--

'
:

:~~~ ~~ "..' ^':*' * .**** ~. .. *t' *- , .. * .. ' '* *-' 

*I *5.5. N-5UPnit^. *..-\ *: * ,. . . '-.**. * /--' 

5.5.1. Affiie an 1-5 dcal to ieach drawing that cootains ASH4 Cod* items.  
' *^* ' " ' ; ' . ' .* * . * *'*' 

: 6.0 ________ 
*\" . 1 CO O E .* . .. .. -*' i - ' 

4.1 S Ttaem Configuration Control Drawing List (SCCDL) 

6.1.1 The STCU: 

6.1.1.1 Reviews all NUC l-ganerated SCCDLs and SCCDL revisions.  

6.1.1.2 Initiates a uemorand'. from :he COKST Project Kanager to tbahe NUC 
PR Plant Manager indicatizg revie of and any coaments on each 
ICCDL.  

6.1.2 The DCC: 

6.1.2.1 Retains a copy of all approved latest revision SCCDLs once 
received from MUC Pa.
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Titi: TOCTROL 0? AS-CONSTRUCTED DRAWLGS ?c. 1.25 -Rev. 6 

6.1.2.2 Initiates a memorandum from the CONST Project Manager to the NUC P0 
PR Plant Manager indicating review cf and any corents .on each 
SCCDL.  

6.2 Handling of Reproducibles and Drawing Distribution 
|R6 

6.2.1 For TVA ano Vendor drawings the DCC: 

6.2.1.1 Tracks the status of all applicable drawings from the time tfhes 
reproduciblc are first ordered from EN DES until they are 
transmitted to NUC P1 prior to fuel loading.  

6.2.1.2 Orders required reproducibles froa E4 DES by c.aoramdum from the 

:. * .-:. OONST Project Manager to the Design Project Manager.  

* 6.2.1.2.1 Lists the drawing number aLJ indicates whether the drawing is 
',. for a Configuration Control (CC) r-awing or an as-constructed 
.. 'drawing* (Non-SCCDL).- .

* - . . . . -: '** *: - -* .  

. 6.2.1.2. 2 Requests thatth'e indicated sticker be attached. " 

- 6.2.1.2;3 ''Orders these reproducibles sufficiently in advance of completed 
.,...-..;- - .:work packiges, scLeduled system or subsystem tentative transfer 

- date to allow EN DES time to furnibsh the reproducible....  

6.2.1.3 If TVA'or, vendor drawing reproducibles are not available from EN 
DES at completion of a work package or at tentative transfer, uses 

-.. - . 'the best available print and affixes a de:al .as shown below near 
* .*.*.- .' the; title block.-':," 

S. -. " . For SCCDL drawings: : 

THIS DRbRVWNU" I 
IS UNDER 

CONFIGURATION CONTROL 

Page o'f .11 
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V3NP-QCI
Title: rWrIT- rV icsnvCtbgnyTg nN No._Z7K Rev.-5

Tor aon-SCCDL drawings: 

THIS OWG 
S ISUNDER 

COASCN.  
STRUCTED" 
CONTROL 

6.2.2. or "hanger sketches the DCC: 

* 6.2.2.1 Obtainsr a reproducible of eich "as-consCructed" sketch froo the 
. .. .Bangor Engineering Unait.  

6.2.2.2 Tracks the status of all sketches from the time these 

.:.. I: reproducibles are obtained.  

6.2.3 For Weld maps and Instrumentatioa sketches the DCC: 

-.-- 6.2.3.l-Obtaina -the original sketch*s fram the-REU.-- ---.-----

6.2.3.2 Tracks the status of all sketches from the time these sketchas 
* - are obtained.  

6.2.4 Tor all dravinls the DCCi 

6.2.4.1 Transaits the required number of each certified drawing on the 
* * SCCDL to NUC PR vt-anever there is a draving change. For exazple: Rh 

work package, transfer, vorkplan, and general update.  

6.2.4.2 Maintains one set of "as-constructed" SCCDL drawings filed by 
drawing number.  

6.2.4.3 Transmits copies of each certified "asr-constructed" reproducible 

not on the SCCDL to NUC PR upon request. No CONST distribution of 
these drawings Is made.  

6.2.4.4 Prior to fuel loading, subnits all "AC" status reproducibles to EN 
DVS for review, approval, and microfilming using a ueaorandim from 
the CONST Project Manager to the Design Project Manager stating 
the reproducibles have been is-conscructed and are ready for 
approval and microfilaing.  

Page of .,P»B 5~~ a« n3,1~



6.2.4.5 Transmits a copy of each "as-construcetd" draving vith an V-5 
decal to 1-5 for review each cie the drawing is as-constructetd.  
These drivings are staped Infornstion Only.  

6.3 Certification of As-Constructed Drraings 

6.3.1 eAt the copletion of a work packaga, at theb beginniang of a transfar, 
* _ '* or upon requaest from the responsible engineering units, the DCU 

(tU. for hanger aketches): 

6.3.1.1 fUIls the reproducibles froa the files (if reproducible are not 
'" vailable, obtain good paper copias).  

6.3.1.2 laoves or cross'hatch out the MI DES revision block.  

6.3.1.3 Affixes the "as-construc.ed" revision block ahown below.

wdfTa I;$" m4nM. csnfi. EN DE'« Bo. 

7 Y Ir I I I I-ITI Ttl ý - ELM AM BAT I DIST Q&JE

* -.  

0.* 

* - -I: .  

* 1 

* . ..  

* . .  

'^ --- U Y D I S t D a te 

EN DES PM?

igna 
ding 

T

SCogniaunt Engineer -\-------I 
.. yr,..' . :: - .Date CONST PM 

.CONS.PM - r do ine i prior to forwar 

* to EN DES 

tCW/FCR . ' .' 5~.fl'Z

6.3.1.5 Signs the submoittal on the "as-constructed" zevision block.

6.3.1.6 Affixes the "as-constructed" sticker shown belov (any time any 
part of the drvawing is first certified).  

AS CONSTRUCTED 
6.3.2 The STICU marks the transfer boundaries on the SCCDL drawings (flow 

and control drawings only).

TVA 2200 (OBDC-2-74)
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Titwo:- CWTROL OF AS-CONSTMUCTED DRAWINGCS

6.3.4.1.3 Not installed or not operational featuroe within transferred 
boundaries are encircled with solid lines and so indicated by an 
outftanding work item number.

6.3.4.2 Describe each CONST drvawing revision by a separate filled out and 
signed revision block. All incomplete work noted on drawings at 
tO time of tentative transfer has the outtandina work item

6.3.4.3

number noted. -

COWST revisions start with the lfetter "A." The OMST revisions are 
sequentially lettered. The letters Wit" "03" and "0." are not

·
** '. *.  

SL.  

--' .* 

*1 

. e - -l t  -. "* * 

'* ' i7:-

6.3.6.1.4 PC-Partial as-constructed (Construction's input-work currently 
in progress-status has to changeo to AD or AC prior to fuel 
loading).

TVA 22002 (OEDC-2-71)

S .'

*' ' V . *.. . . y. .  

6.3.4.3.1 After the letter "Z" is used, the construction revisions are 
aequentially lettered with double letters ("AA," "B,3" "CC"' 
through "ZZ"), then riple letters ("MAAA," "BBB," "CCC" through 
" ZZZ"), then quardruple letters, etc. The letters "I1," "00," 

6.3.4.5: - ' "1il" etc.,arue not used. . .  

6.3.4.5 KNotfiis the N-5 Unit whenever . dravfng that contains ASHE code 
- ':;-.. itm-A' a--constructed and does not have an N-5 decal affixed to 

i-s-- ithe drpinga.t- -e' 

6.3.5It is parii* bl« fr'the I o u t*pdat. C.OST revisions for minor 
---- drafting-additions -or-orrections which- wr :rect-at time of 

Stransftr, completed work package, or drawin te. This type of 
: reissue has the next higher "asr-constructe fion.lovcl.  

I.OTE% This does not &pply to skecches.* 

6.3.6 The 'EU: ' 

NOTS: For Sketchesi only the status AC or AD is ursed.  

6.3.6.1 Statuses cthe drawing on the "am-construccted" title block using the 
following status codes: 

6.3.6.1.1 XA-Not Applicable (CoNST input) 

6.3.6.1.2 AC-As-constructed (CONST or NUC PR input) built as designed 
with approved chaonges and or incomplete work.  

6.3.6.1.3 AD-As-Designed (CONST or NJC PR input) built as designed with 
no changes.

P8i90 of 11
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Tit,; _____ C 2mOL OF AS-CI:STTR J.D raW-I1GS Mn S 1.2BRv 6 
Tile __ __ _ __ __ _ __ __ _ - - _____ a.^^^^^^^^^

6.3.6.1.5 

6.3.6.1.6 

6.3.6.1.7

IC--As-constructtd %ith temporary interface betvween units, 
installed to cl'.' s-I2rticn of one unit while the other is 
under construction :31;ST inpuit).  

PC-Future ConsLructicn (Construction Input-Complete revirion 
approved by ED DES for delaying construction implementation 
until after fuel loadiung).  

l-Used as a suffix in conjunction vith above-listed codes to 

indicate all drvawing requirements necessary for unit 1 
operation. This oy. include items comon to other units.

* 6.3.6.1.8 2-TUsed as-& suffix in conjunction with abova-listed codes to 
indicate all dravir.s eqiuireuent necessa-y for unit 2 
operation. . -. .  

. Eample: .. IAClAC2 - Ls-costructd-Built as' designed with 
' .:* *.. baage, unis. 1 end 2 .. I .2 

- .:. . UADIPCZ- As-designed-Built as desirgned unit 1, 
Spirtial :s ionstructed unit 2 

6.3.6.1.9; ADik2 - Conisruccicn in complete vit:t nt changes on a 
S. drciw~rrf. r uniat 1.t.  

6.3.6.1.10 !'ALLD2 -'Co:aatrucion i.acomplete vith n changes on a 
S. * * draving for unit 2. .  

S6.3.6.1.11 AD1i. -Contruction for unit 1 is complete with no 
S.-..* ;. : chairigs on a drsving used for units 1 and 2.  

6.3.6.1.12 PClPC2 - Drawing is partial "as-cocstru:ted" for both 
'unit 1 and unit 2.

6.3.6.1.13 AC1PC2 - Drawing is builc as designed with approved 
char.ge* fcr unit 1 and partial "as-con
structed'' fcr unit 2.

6.3.6.1.14 ADADI2 - CocsLru -r;£i iv coapl«:e with no changes for 
bott' U?.:.sc 1c**. 2.  

6.3.6.2 Signs or inititl. t.: 'c'nc-:;cstruc.<d" revision block to verify 
the "as-constructo " crnoiigracion for each work package, 
transfer, or CONST rtvihic3.  

6.3.6.3 Verifies that all rr.i"?'i» construction revisions have been 
properly transfci-9 tL: hbt -av EN DES or REU revisiou and 
that all previous coo*:rusion revisions weure properly approved.

I.; ~_ :·L

"VA 22002 (OEDC-2-7L4)
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VBHP-QCI
Title: ~ rCnMr I. ni jg-fwrstnTwn na.'?M - No. 1-25 - Rev. -i-A 

* I I 

6.3.6.3.1 Does not carry previously certified CNST revision blocks over 
to higher EN DES or REV revision level reproducibles whenI R5 

-- ithey Are certified.  
A 

6.3.6.3.2 Indicates as a single transfer boundary on the higher E DES 
revision level all previous transfer boundary condition 

'*'* ,. indicated on past.crtified COWST revision whether singular or 
Sm'ultiple. 

SExemple: EI DES revision B5 contained three past transfers (A, 
S . s . 3B, and C). EN DES revision R6 combines these into one 

s s*ingle boundary area on construction revision D. Any 
". 'indicated teamporary conditions, OWS areas, interface, 

*·-'-" etc., are carried over and so indicatedaon the new EN ..-a co are crried ver an 
*"'* *--' ' B -'.ES revision -*ntil completion of'thesi outtanding 

: * . .. .. *. ;.- ite '* .* " ." * . -.. * .. .' .. ' 

- :6.3.6.3.3r Indicates as. a ingle transfer boundary on the higher IE= 
'' .,^ * revision level all previous transfer boundary conditions 

i*n*:' .* - dicated on past certified CONST revision whether singular 
*** * ' * -'Z ' I. *? " ' s . . . . . .- * ^. *

7 ..  

' * O> s yorbhanger.,sketches, veld S2s, 'and instrumentation 
-: --. .' -sk etcthej he construction revisioans start over with 

. ---. ,·.:- - ' thfLetter. A" when theV Eu revision number changes.  

E : * xinple: 'KEU 'revision*R-3 contained three (3) past transfers* 
''' (A, ,and C). BE revision 1-4 combines these into 

S. · ~ * . .. .. ..' *'* '..:: 'one sinkli boundary area on construction revision A.  
.... * . '" -Any indicated temporary. conditions, CIN ireas, inter

facea. etc.., are carried over and so indicated on the 
new REU .revision until completion of these outstanding 
itess.  

6.3.7 The REV Supervisor or ST&C Unit supervisor signs or initials and 
dates the as-constructed revision block to indicate that the CONST 
revision is correct and ready for printing and issue.  

R6 
6.3.8 The N-5 Unit affixes an 1-5 decal to each drawing that contains ASHE 

Code items.  

6.4 Maintainina As-Constructed Drvawints 

6.4.1 The REV updates each required drawing as the modifications are 
completed and gives the updated drawings the next higher CONST 
revision letter.  

6.4.2 The DCC sakes distribution on all such updates, if required.  

TVA 22002 (ODC-2-74)P
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Title: mvrm 0 AA-«lmUnr) ThC - 1No. 1.7..LZ5. - Rev. ...

6.4.3 The EUt: 

6.4.3.1 Shows work package boundaries on pdated revi.ions until the area 

is transferred.  

6.4.3.2 When updating 8CCDL drawinags, transfer boundaries are alwvays 

shown. Whea updating non-SCCDL dravings, transfer boundaries are 

shown only on partially as-constructd dravings.  

-4.4.3.3 Insu«es that no workplan boundaries are bhovn on updated 

revisions.  

6.5 Drawin Information Systen (DIS) 

6.5.1 The REU notifies the DCC of any drawvings listed on the DIS which 

., ver not used in constuctini the plant.  

6.5.2 The DCC: 

6.5.2.1 Marks In the DIS the "as-con.structed" status of all drawings which 

-. have been certified.  

-- '6:5;2.2 Marki NA? in the DIS-for all drawvns which the KEU notifies were 

not used in constructing the plants.  

7.0 DOCMUITATION 

7.1 Ona up-co-date full-size copy of the DIS is transmitted to NIC PR 

prior to licensing. This program shows the correct as-constructed 

codes and revision levels as revieved and approved by V DES.  

8.0 ATTACHM T 

8.1 None

Pqg .IL oft 11 
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CWNIOL 0F AS-CONSTRUCTED 
DAWUINGS
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I REVISI.ON LOG
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:E.  
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NIL DESCRIPTION OF REVISION Approved 
n--

I . A .  
2 

3 

* JI 

6' 

*4-r 
* {.'- ":"-^'· *^ .".: ...  

*; rc -L - t .  
. . -* * 

*- ,- -' 

6

SGeneral revision .  

Procedure rewritten 

To comply with forat prescribed in W3SP-QCI-1.10 R5 
STo incorporate Addendum 1. Deleted all attachnents 
and the section on verification of configuration for 

- fuel loading. ... *. :.1'&.P; .  

To Allow HeU to only mark FCR Nor and not have to ' 
draw in the change; to defind teporar conditions -.  

sin ection 6.3.4.1.2; to exeapt hanger "A" size drawings 
ffrim being encircled by dashed lines; to state that-it 
Snot-required to ai-conastruct drawing upon completion.  

'of vorkipackages;'t6o state that DCC keeps a file of non
SCCLS" to statii'additional DCC*and ST&CW responsibili; 

Sties changed unmber of copies. sent.to NUC PR; changed 

-iiaiii , dr- ' s requireent on uarking drawings>-.. -- 
-. ~~a ^=- .- ^..~. ~ " ~ ~ 

To clarify the markup of transfer boundaries on SCCDL 
drawvings by hiving the lEUs nark transfer boundaries*'..  
on SCCDL drawings excluding flow and control drawings.  
Added ST&C unit supervisor option to* final-draving 
certification; .  

To resolveaudit JA-8300-01. Explained how hanger 
sketches, veld maps4 and instrucentation sketches 
are as-constructed. Added the responsibilities of 
the 5-5 Unit. Added reference 3.1.

- i I

10-20-80 

05-18-81 

)4-19-82 

09-10-82

01-05-83 

09-02-83

Trne-

_rr

I
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4.7 Drawings-As used in this ionstruction the word "drawing" includes 
TVA and vendor drawings, hanger sketches, weld naps, and 
instruentation sketches. Unless stated otherwise, hbaner sketches, 
vweld maps, and instrumentation sketches are handled the sae as TVA 
and vendor drawings. Sketches and site drawings used for 
fabrication, erection, or installation may be excluded when 
specifically approved by the design engineer.  

5.0 RESPONSIBILITIES 

5.1 Drawing Control Center(DCC) 

5.1.1 Maintains a file of the latest revision SCCDLs and non-SCCDLs.  

" 5.1.2 Requests fron ES DES, recei-es, and stores repioducibles.  

S 5.1.3 Prepares drawings (all except hanger sketches) to be "as
constructed." 

5e 5.1.4 Controls and distributes "as-constructed" drawings to NUC PR.  
*... .. -. .  

5.1.5 Maintains "as-constnruced" drawing status on the DIS.  

-. 5.1.6 -Transfirs.- as-cnstruced'dra*ings to SUC Pa prior to-fuel loading.  

5.1.7 Reviews and'coaents on NUC-PR SCCDLs.  

* 5.1.8 Processes all DIS updates. 

5.1.9 Trains NUC PR eployees in the operation of the DCC.  

5.1.10 Obtains "as-constructed" hanger sketches fra the. Hanger 
Engineering U=its (EEU).  

5.1.11 Obtains the original weld Oaps and instruentation sketches from 
the Responsible Engineering Units.  

5.2 The Startup Testicg aad Coordicatins Unit (ST&CU) 

5.2.1 Reviews anz cc=en:s on SCCZLs and all revisions.  

5.2.2 Marks transfer boundaries on SCC3L drawings (flow and control 
drawings only).  

5.2.3 Informs DCC of the drawings required for a transfer in advance of 
the transfer date to allow DCC time to order the drawings.  

Pag« 2 'of .11. Pp 
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itis: WNTROL or AS-COXSTIUCTED DmvyGCS 

6.3.3 The REUt

6.3.3.1 In preparation for a tentative transfer, aarks the transfer 
boundaries on the oon-SCCDL drawings if the wbole drawings cannot 
be "as-construcced" and marks transfer boundaries on SrCDL 
drawings not covered by 6.3.2.  

6.3.3.2 If desired, upon coompletion of a work package, marks the 
drawings to ahow the ara "as-constructed." 

6.3.3.3 If possible, "aa-construc-" the entire draving.  

6.3.3.4 Drafts on both SCCDL and non-SCCDL dravizgs any temporary 
conditions, minor corrections, unincorporated FCls, incomplete 
work, or temporary interfaces (if paper copies are oused the 
reproducibles are handled the aaae as above once received by the 
DCC).  

S. 6.3.3.4.1i It is permissibile for IEU to record umincorporrated 7CR number 
:' * :' on the drawings being as-constructed in lieu of drafting the 
* . . changes caused by the FCBs.  

- -6.3.4 The ST&CU and REUt,- -*-----.-- --- a-.. .. 3 

6.3.4.1 Utilise the drafting guidelines identified below for marking

* 6.3.4.1

reproduciblest 

.1 Transferred boundaries are encircled 'by dashed lines vith the 
construction revision level inside the area. The "as
constructed" revision level is indicated with an arrow from it 
to the dashed linesa which encircle the transferred boundary.

6.3.4.1.1.1 Banger "A" sizs drawings do not require dashed line 
encirckeaent.

6.3.4.1.2 

6.3.4.1.3 

6.3.4.1.4

Tmporary conditions (items that result in drawing revisions or 
craft work) or workplan boundaries within the transferred 
boundaries are encircled with solid lines with the associated 
message such as teaporary or workplam nuber.  

Work packages are included in solid Lines with the associated 
work package number.  

IN DES-approved but not incorporated and ONST-installed ICRs 
within the transferred boundaries are encircled in solid lines 
with associated PCR number.
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